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Palm Sunday B “Spiritual Roadmaps” 
 
Fr. Frank Schuster 
 

One year, my parents and I travelled to Ireland, rented a car, bought an 
Enya CD to listen to, and traveled around the island. We spent three weeks, 
never staying in the same place for more than three nights at a time. For me, one 
of the best parts of taking a trip someplace is the planning process, where should 
we visit, where should we stay, etc. This isn’t easy, as you know, because it is 
difficult to make these judgments with nothing to go on except a couple guide 
books. Two thirds of the way into our trip, we ran into a wrinkle in Derry. We had 
scheduled three nights there but we really only needed two. Meanwhile, our 
B&B host didn’t schedule us for three nights per the email I sent them and so we 
took this as an opportunity to be spontaneous. We decided to head out to the 
Donegal Loop and spend the night in a little town called Bunbeg on the coast. 
That evening we ate dinner at a pub nearby called Leo’s Tavern, the food was 
good, so was the live music there –the best in Ireland by our estimation, and we 
were surprised that the owner of that Tavern was Enya’s dad. It was quite 
remarkable. Sometimes the best parts of a vacation are the ones that are not on 
the itinerary.  
 

I mention this because, from the perspective of the disciples of Jesus, 
what happened after Jesus’ triumphant entry into Jerusalem was not on any of 
their itineraries. We begin Holy Week waving palms celebrating Jesus as the new 
King David. By the end of the week we trade our palms for clenched fists calling 
for Jesus’ execution. From the disciples’ perspective, this was not the plan. And 
yet, Jesus’ passion, death and resurrection are the best parts of the bible. 
Without the events of Holy Week, we would not be saved. Sometimes, God’s 
plan is better.  
 

My friends, we all love spending time thinking out our itineraries, where 
we would like our life to be at any given time. We make plans based on our 
expectations for the future. As we all know, there comes a point in life when 
there is no room at the inn and our plans must change. Instead of seeing these 
moments as disasters, we can instead embrace them as opportunities. 
Sometimes the best moments in life are the unscripted ones. Sometimes we 
have to empty our cup before God can fill it. Sometimes, God’s plan is better 
even if we can’t see it at the time.   
 

And so, in that spirit, this Palm Sunday, I invite you all to drop every plan 
you can afford to so to make this Holy Week a retreat experience for you and 
your family. Spend time in prayer. Read sacred scripture and join us for the 
sacred Triduum. The Triduum is one liturgy spread over three nights, Holy 
Thursday, Good Friday and Easter Vigil. Relive the sacred drama of our salvation 
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with Jesus and his disciples this week. As we bring our spiritual itineraries with us 
to prayer, something interesting might happen. God might share his roadmap for 
us and we will be surprised by hope.   


